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ABSTRACT

The Chinese Communist revolution and the Korean War turned U.S.-China commercial relations into a political issue inseparable from the question of diplomatic recognition. The American business community supported the U.S. policy of trade embargo. After some American allies relaxed the China trade control system in 1957, many business people asked for a reexamination of the embargo policy. Their effort failed to achieve concrete change, for they could not overcome the strong opposition from the unsympathetic government officials and China lobby. The little economic inducement presented by the China market also discouraged American business from vigorously pursuing the issue.

The Korean War and China Trade Embargo

When the Chinese Communist army began to march southward to the Yangtze valley early in 1949, the U.S. government promulgated a China export control list categorizing all strategic goods into I-A items (goods of direct military utility), and I-B items (multipurpose capital goods). Licenses were required to export these goods. Non-strategic goods could still be exported to China without government authorization. Licenses for I-A items were always denied and for I-B items were granted only after confirming that such goods would be used for civilian purposes. On November 22, 1949, the U.S. and other Western allies formed the Coordinating Committee (Cocom) to coordinate strategic control of trade with the Soviet bloc and to agree upon an embargo list. From early 1950, the U.S. tried to incorporate trade control for China into the framework of Cocom by expanding the embargo list to China. On June 29, 1950, immediately after the outbreak of the Korean War, the State Department required oil companies Caltex and Stanvac to stop their shipment to China of petroleum products, till then considered as non-strategic goods. On July 20, the Department of Commerce revoked all export license applications for I-B items destined for mainland China, thus effecting an embargo on all exports, except for non-strategic goods.

The remaining crack in the open door quickly closed after Chinese troops entered the Korean War. On December 3, 1950, the Department of Commerce announced revocation of the general license for export to China. The measure meant "that all persons and firms wishing to export any commodities to mainland China, Hong Kong and Macao must submit application for export licenses", and such licenses proved, practically, unavailable. On December 16, the U.S. government froze Chinese assets
in the United States and prohibited all imports from trade dealings with China. In the same month, China seized American assets in China as retaliation. By the end of 1950, the China trade, both import and export, had virtually stopped.

The American business community, in general, willingly subscribed to and promptly complied with the government’s embargo policy. Even before the announcement of the embargo, pressure was mounting from Congress, labor unions, and public opinion to impose economic sanctions on China. In the Senate, a subcommittee under Senator O’Connor of Maryland was investigating export controls and planning to hold public hearings covering shipments of goods to China. Labor leaders like David Dubinsky, president of the International Ladies Garment Workers Union and the second vice president of the AFL, and Jay Lovestone, a New York labor leader and one time the general secretary of the Communist Party of the U.S., were now to be found on the Board of Directors of a Committee to Defend America by Aiding Anti-Communist China. The International Longshoremen’s Association, AFL, refused to unload chemicals they suspected would be transshipped to China for manufacturing rubber. Strong voices also arose in the business community criticizing those hoping to trade with China. American business, the champion of free enterprise, should be in the forefront against Communism whose intention was to destroy free enterprises. The China trade supporters, according to critics, were not only themselves ensnared with “naivete” and “obvious illusions,” but America “had a good deal to lose when they ostensibly bran-dished their optimism about the possibilities of doing business with the Communists.” Some businessmen, like George Killian, President of American President lines, went ahead of Washington in restricting business with China. In November, 1950, Killian ordered his ships to stop sailing to China with cargoes of rubber and steel, even when he was assured by the State Department as to the legality of such shipments.

The willing cooperation from the business community was largely attributed to a domestic atmosphere hostile to China. Any one openly talking about trade with China risked being denounced as both unpatriotic and avaricious. The traditional rationale of “trade for trade sake” was shouted down and muzzled by public emotion inflamed by increasing American casualties in Korea. Trading with China was immoral and dangerous to American security. The last thing American companies wanted, of course, was the stigma of trading with the enemy. They felt, genuinely or pragmatically, that it would be politically unacceptable and practically futile to speak otherwise than supporting the existing government policy.

By the end of 1950, the China market that Americans had dreamed of, pushed to open, and fought to keep, was lost. This loss was not the inevitable result of the Chinese Revolution. The new regime expressed its desire to continue the economic exchange, thus to benefit from American resources and technology. The majority of American businessmen, moreover, also hoped to keep the China market open as long as possible. For this, however, a new political relationship between the U.S. and China needed to be hammered out. Yet the two governments had uncompromisingly different views of what the new relationship should be. Nonetheless, trade relations had already
existed and could be just left to go on. Of those Americans in China, diplomats had no legal ground to remain in a country whose government Washington refused to recognize; and missionaries were unwelcome as hostile forces disseminating “opium of spirit” to the Chinese people; so businessmen were the only Americans the new regime would like to see stay. Mutually beneficial economic exchanges could be the “last bridge” across the ocean by getting around political deadlocks when other ties were severed. Washington, however, was bent on incorporating economic relations into its overall policy of containment, for it believed that an economic war would hurt China more than the U.S. The insignificant China trade and an uncertain China market was expendable. Ever since the inception of the Truman Doctrine, economic aid or sanction was considered as an effective weapon in the Cold War policy of containment. It was hard for private interests to argue when what at stake was magnified as not just a few dollars, but the national security. The business community as a whole, therefore, did not show much interest in influencing the government’s China policy, and the minority who did were carried away by the tidal waves of the time. In the next two decades, the once mythicized China market was replaced by a mysterious China behind a closed door.

**Business Support of U.S. China Policy**

Beginning in World War II, American business and the federal government established a good working relationship that continued into the postwar years. In no other area was this relationship more close, cordial and effective than in foreign policy. Business leaders gave staunch support to the two fundamental objectives of American foreign policy: world wide markets for American enterprise and international containment of Communism. Business leaders and top government officials, as historian Thomas C. Cochran observes, “were united in their views on American world policies. ...There appears to have been practically no difference between the interest of big business and the foreign policies of either Democratic or Republican administrations.”

During the Korean War, business remained firmly behind the government’s China policy, which waged a full-fledged war ranging from the political and economic fields to the military battle grounds. Convinced that an embargo was one of the practical means to fight the Chinese Communists—now the immediate enemy of the U.S., the business community beheld that carrying it out was “essential to winning the struggle.” Willis Hall, secretary-manager of the Detroit Board of Commerce, expressed this feeling to his Hong Kong counterparts who were pinched most hard by embargo: “All of us in America feel that we cannot have peace and prosperity, and better understanding among the peoples of the world, while populations are still dominated by the Communist philosophy. We are convinced that in the long run this embargo will be for the benefit of all the people in the East who love freedom.”

Business support for the U.S. foreign policy was also demonstrated on the controversial issue of East-West trade. Led by the United States, the UN General Assembly
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adopted a resolution in May 1951 recommending all UN members apply an embargo on military materials to China. Under the U.S. pressure, Cocom in 1952 approved a second control list for China with a much broader coverage than the list for the Soviet Union and other East European countries. This second list came to be known as the "China differentials." But some Western allies, especially Britain, did not follow America's example to cut off all commercial relations, including trade on non-strategic goods. Also there was no consensus between the U.S. and the Western allies on what goods should be defined as strategic and barred. Britain insisted that trading with mainland China was vital for Hong Kong's survival. After 1950, goods like rubber and pharmaceutical products were shipped to China through that British colony. Allied trade with China invoked roars of anger in Congress. Senator O'Connor expressed bitter emotions on the Senate floor:

It is outrageous but it is true that products which can be used to build the military and industrial potential of our enemies in Korea have been transported directly to the ports of Communist foes and delivered to them while American boys were being killed and wounded in the frozen wastes of Asia.8

The mood on Capitol Hill was moving toward pressing the allies to comply with a more strict control that would in effect sever all commercial relations with, not only China, but all Communist countries. Congress wanted to cease American aid to any country not following the American line. Both the Truman and Eisenhower administrations opposed adopting this punitive policy, for they understood the importance of East-West trade to the Western European countries, especially their dependence on food stuffs and coal from the Soviet bloc. It would be impractical to ask those countries to stop trading with their Communist neighbors. The administrations, furthermore, believed that a cooperative approach, rather than a coercive one, would be more effective. Any dictated American trading policy would only backfire and break down the existing control system of Cocom. This pragmatic position was backed by business interests. East-West trade, as some leading business magazines pointed out, was indispensable for the Western European economies to function again.

In the case of British trade with China through Hong Kong, American business was more tolerant toward Britain's argument that the colony would not survive a total embargo because the life line of food and water were supplied by the mainland. Business opinion generally, therefore, did not agree with the voices from Capitol Hill crying for imposing punitive measures on those allies who continued their trade with China.9

Defending her position on the China trade, Britain also suggested that keeping a toehold in China would pay off because that trade, though now negligible in exports, "might be expanded some day if tension eases."10 The same idea of the China market was probably also not totally lost on the minds of American businessmen. As early as April, 1953, after the death of Stalin and the truce in Korea seemed certain, Business Week expressed an optimistic opinion on the future of East-West trade: "A big thaw in the cold war has now become a real possibility. It could make the world look very
different in another two or three years. The Iron Curtain would be lowered considerably, especially in the trade field.” On July 28, one week after the formal signing of an armistice in Korea, some exporters sent inquiries to the State Department and Department of Commerce, asking for the time table of the expected easing of trade restrictions on Hong Kong and Macao. They were also interested in the relaxation of the trade embargo on China, but “did not press for action on the point.”

The embargo on trade with China had been imposed as an emergency measure during the Korean crisis. With the war over, it was logical for Washington to reexamine such a policy. Meanwhile, the U.S. was facing increased pressure to relax trade restrictions from its European allies and Japan. Those countries rejected Washington’s thesis that even the trade of non-strategic materials would strengthen China’s economy, and therefore enhanced her war-making potential. They saw no moral or political justification for treating China differently than other Communist countries by keeping the China differentials. Historically China had been a significant market for the exports of Japan and Britain and now, with recession looming large in the wake of the Korean War, the prospect allured Japanese and British businessmen who, though wishfully, thought that given permits they could reclaim the once large China trade. Without such past experience or much optimism, also daunted by a hostile public opinion and Congress, American business hesitated to call on the U.S. government to immediately loosen China trade control. But both the White House and its business partners were more interested in reexamining the issue than they appeared to be. President Eisenhower was a devoted adherent to the view that foreign trade was an effective weapon to contain Soviet expansionism. He was concerned that the rigid position on the China trade embargo would strain relations between the allies and the U.S. He reminded his cabinet that “the last thing you can do is to begin to do things that force all these Communists to depend on Moscow for the rest of their lives.” The embargo policy, if continued, was just pushing the Chinese in that direction and “they have got to stay there”. Trade, Eisenhower believed, could be used as “way of inducement” to split the Soviet bloc. “If you trade with them”, he said, “you have got something pulling their interest your way.” The President’s view, however, was not shared by most members of his cabinet. Rather than relaxing the embargo, they argued, the best hope for a Soviet-China split was a policy of maximum pressure with even stricter trade controls. This would create more dependence of China on the Soviet Union, thus becoming to the latter a heavier burden. Psychologically, the China differentials, U.S. Secretary of State John Foster Dulles asserted, would give China a “sense of ostracism—being treated as different, and not morally the equal of other countries.” He believed that this sense of ostracism was “the greatest pressure we can bring to bear” on China. Eisenhower did not push his own ideas on China trade, and Washington, in public, gave no sign of change.

In private, nevertheless, officials from Washington “had been informally sounding out businessmen on China trade.” An executive from Chrysler, probably jogged by such queries, whatever their “hazy way,” talked about the potential of Chinese market
"if it ever opens up." He believed "indications are pointing that it may open." If open talking like this was just rare, American businessmen, as one observed, were "more aware of trade possibilities in China." Ironically, the same awareness had long been felt by European businessmen. They now became alarmed that U.S. companies were actively preparing for China trade, warning if we "don't prepare for the China market, the Yankees will get there first." In a survey among 576 export managers from companies doing a $1.5 billion business annually in exports, 361, or 71 percent of them, supported a resumption of fuller trade with Hong Kong, even though acknowledging that "expansion of trade with the British Crown colony, which traditionally has been a major trade channel to China, would entail relaxation of present government restrictions on such trade (with China)." In Geneva, a Chinese official said that the Chinese door was wide open to U.S. businessmen: "We are prepared to conduct business transactions with the United States industrial and trade circles whenever possible." That official also claimed that "not a few United States corporations and manufactures have expressed their high hopes of doing business with China. We support such aspirations." The cease-fire in Korea failed to lead to a thaw in Sino-American relations. The harsh, moralistic rhetoric became the earmark of State Secretary Dulles' China policy. Any hope for a change in Washington's China policy was soon ruined by further crises in Indo-China and the Taiwan Straits. In the aftermath of Dien Bien Phu, the U.S., captivated by a domino theory, determined to exert leadership in establishing "a united front to resist Communist aggression in Southeast Asia." Indochina became a hot spot where the U.S. and China might face each other in a direct confrontation. A more dangerous situation arose in the Taiwan Straits. Beginning in 1954, mainland China and Nationalist forces on the off-shore islands of Quemoy and Matsu began to exchange artillery shells. The crisis intensified in early 1955 when China captured nearby I-jiang and Dachen islands and threatened an attack on Quemoy and Matsu. The U.S. warned China that it would use military force, even atomic weapons if necessary, to defend those islands. The tension was only temporarily reduced when Zhou Enlai called for talks in April, 1955, at the Bandung Conference. In July, denouncing the U.S. embargo against China as an "extremely unjust policy," Zhou called for removing "such barriers so that peaceful trade between all countries will not be hindered." The United States agreed to hold talks with China at ambassadorial level, first at Geneva, continuing thereafter in Warsaw. Besides a quick agreement on the repatriation of Chinese citizens in America and U.S. citizens in China, the talks produced no other results. The Chinese hoped to elevate the talks to foreign-minister level and to discuss larger topics such as the establishment of diplomatic relations, American withdrawal of military forces on Taiwan, and China's UN membership. Realizing that these crucial political issues were hard nuts to crack, China wanted to begin with cultural and trade exchanges. Dulles, nevertheless, insisted that the People's Republic explicitly renounce the use of force against Taiwan before any agreement on the larger issues could be reached. China considered such a condition an arrogant American interference in China's
internal affairs and categorically rejected it. The ambassadorial talks bogged down in impasse.22

Actually, Dulles was not interested in accommodation. He was a strong believer of containing the China-based Communist expansionism in Asia and contended that Mao's government was just a passing phase in China. He also had a fresh memory of how his Democratic predecessor had been abused by Senator McCarthy and other pro-Nationalist members in Congress. The 83rd Congress, which gave Republicans a marginal control in the both Houses, was under the influence of the China bloc—Republican Congressmen who would use various resolutions, amendments to bills, and riders to amendments to show an unwavering support of the Nationalist government and leave no room for any softness of U.S. China policy. Outside Congress, in October 1953, the newly founded Committee of One Million launched its first petition appealing to President Eisenhower to oppose China's admission into the United Nation. Among the petitioners were leaders of both parties in Congress, prominent religious figures, academest, labor and business leaders. By July of the next year, the Committee boasted of obtaining the millionth signature. During Eisenhower's first term, the bipartisan opposition in Congress to any change in U.S. China policy virtually eliminated any flexibility on the part of the Administration in dealing with the Chinese, unless it wanted to risk political havoc.23

Those American exporters and entrepreneurs who looked at the China market with interest avoided openly talking about the relaxation of the embargo, a subject to be debated only on an elevated level of moral "right or wrong", but not on the basis of realism or political sagacity. Representative Walter Judd from Minnesota, the leading opponent of China in Congress, refuted any trade suggestions in intimidating tones:

We must not let the Reds [of China] win any more economic victories. That means we must resist resumption of trade with them. If they are not our enemies, why do we draft and arm men to be ready to fight them? If they are our enemies, how can anyone suggest we help them become stronger?24

George Meany, the president of the AFL-CIO, accused some businessmen who tended toward a more liberal policy on East-West trade as "living in a fool's paradise" and letting "the prospect of monetary profits" blur their vision:

I warn you that 'business as usual' and appeasement policies toward Khrushchev and Mao Tse-tung can only help these dictators build the Moscow-Peiping war machine and greatly encourage them to further aggression and even another world war.25

Trading with China was, therefore, declared a heretical idea and subjected to a cross fire from Congress, labor unions, and the public. American companies wanted nothing that might raise such controversy. For example, John Carter Vincent, one of
the State Department's "Old China Hands" who was forced into early retirement, could not find a business related job, despite his advertisement in the *Wall Street Journal* describing "an ex-Foreign Service Officer with competence, experience and abilities which could be adopted to banking or industrial efforts in the Far East." One official from the United States Chamber of Commerce even complained about his inclusion in a public speaker program.  

Any inclined toward a flexible China trade policy had to think twice before speaking out. Thus the American business community basically implemented a gag rule on itself on the whole issue.  

**China Trade Policy Debate**

As long as the U.S. kept her Western allies in line to maintain a concerted China trade embargo, especially the China differentials, American business managed to live in peace with that policy. For, besides the satisfaction of moral righteousness, there was also the consolation of thinking that, while Americans self-excluded themselves from the China market, their allies did not take advantage. Dissident voices, however, ascended in 1957 with an unprecedented openness that put the China trade issue in headlines. Britain, despite the U.S. pressure, led a break from Cocom control by declaring it would trade with China under the same control list as that for trade with the Soviet Union, thus eliminating the China differentials. Britain's move had been long anticipated and the other allied countries like Germany and Japan were ready to follow suit. Even before the British announcement in June, some American business leaders, realizing that Britain would go ahead with or without the U.S. approval, had begun to talk about China trade more audaciously. In a speech given to the convention of the National Automobile Dealers Association, Henry Ford II spoke out about the need for change:

> I think we need to be more realistic and decide whether our us[sic] from offering them[communist countries] trade-and-aid policies toward such satellite areas as Poland, Hungary, East Germany and possibly even Red China are really in our own best interests. Maybe the people of Red China are just as anxious to get rid of the yoke of communism as the Hungarians have demonstrated they were. Shouldn't we give them the chance—or at least some alternative to their present ties with the Kremlin?  

Trading with the Communist states, he suggested, would help the auto industry, which "depends not only on such imported materials but on consumer income that is increasingly based on international trade." Earlier, John S. Coleman, the President of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, had also advocated the "resumption of trade in non-strategic goods between this country and Communist China." On the Pacific coast, the call for relaxation of China trade embargo was even louder. In a meeting with the International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union, which had long been advocating ending the embargo, the world trade committee of the San Francisco Chamber
of Commerce stated that “businessmen would like to see a partial lifting of embargo.” Similar opinions were voiced by such local business leaders as the president of the San Francisco World Trade Association and the chairman of the Chamber’s industrial committee, and echoed by their counterparts in Los Angeles, Seattle, Portland and other ports. The San Francisco Chronicle conducted a survey upon the question: “Should the United States Trade with Red China?” and, after examining the response from 6,000 people, the paper declared that “America’s firm policy of shunning, or ignoring, Red China, runs strongly counter to the more or less informed opinion of a vast majority of Bay Area residents.” Cyril Magnin, president of the San Francisco Port Authority, told an audience at a World Trade Luncheon that the U.S. should resume trade with China since continuing the ban would “endanger our leadership in the free world.” Those China trade proponents found little logic in trading in non-strategic materials with the Soviet Union, but not with China. It also made no sense to them that America’s allies, supposedly having a common interest in containing Communism, could trade with China and Americans could not. Reopening China trade, they argued, “would not only stimulate this Nation’s business and commerce, with special emphasis on the port of San Francisco, but would undoubtedly improve the Nation’s reputation for clear vision and common sense.”

Strong economic motivation impelled the voices for China trade. Exporting, shipping and milling businesses believed that they were hurt by the embargo. Thomas Kerr, President of the Helix Milling Company of Portland asserted that the embargo deprived American millers of a potential China market for flour, wheat, and other grains. One business leader in the Bay Area was quoted as saying:

from reports I received while touring the Far East the stores in Shanghai are loaded with German medicines and British motor cars, to name two items. All countries are setting up trade agencies. If we ever get in we'll find all the business taken.

K. H. Finnesey, the president of the American President Lines, said that

the longer we stay out, the less competition British, European and Japanese flag lines will have. They are laughing at us and saying that American's inflexible policy of no trade is a lockerful of ammunition for the Communist, who point to U.S. policy as evidence of hostility.

Pressure from business was also felt in Congress. In both houses, Democratic legislators from the West Coast began to talk, although cautiously, about the need for reviewing China trade policy. Senator Warren Magnuson (D-Washington) said: “We can’t keep 600 million people behind an economic bamboo curtain forever just because we don’t like the policies of their government.” Congressman Charles Porter of Oregon declared: “We have got to develop foreign markets for Oregon markets, and to do that we must trade with all the world. This includes China, and I do mean Red China.”
Pointing out that the Pacific Northwest lost a substantial market in China, Congressman Pelly stated that a “full and open discussion before the bench and bar of American opinion on trade with China is timely.” In the wake of the unilateral British action and the likelihood of other Western countries following suit, they could now argue that China was in any event no longer being shut off from Western goods. The reexamination of the “availability of Chinese markets”, therefore, was “objectively necessary.” Thus, these legislators sent a signal to the White House that if the President should determine that some kind of relaxation on China trade restrictions was “ultimately desirable,” Congress was not totally unmoving.

The U.S. government, albeit reluctantly, accepted Britain’s decision to relax the China trade control system. It had little choice in fact, unless it was willing to risk a serious disruption of relations by punishing Britain with selected sanctions, as the Defense Department and some Congressmen suggested. President Eisenhower, moreover, continued to incline toward a less rigid policy. He declared himself “personally of the school that believes that trade, in the long run, cannot be stopped,” and he did not “see as much advantage in maintaining the differentials, as some people do.” Yet his Cabinet members remained adamantly opposed. Walter Robertson, Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs, listed the reasons:

The embargo on Communist China, even when it doesn’t prevent goods from reaching Peking through the Russian, puts a heavy strain on the Communist’s transportation system.

Any abatement of U.S. hostility to Peking would demoralize the Asian governments that have been supporting U.S. policy—Korea, the Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam—and would increase pressure on the overseas Chinese in Southeast Asia.

The long-range hope of U.S. policy is that eventually the present Chinese leader, dedicated to Moscow’s expansionist policies, would be replaced by more moderate leadership. Any assistance now granted to Mao Tse-tung only strengthens his position, postpones that day.

Robertson had the firm support of his boss, Secretary of State Dulles. Addressing a San Francisco audience, Dulles declared:

Trade with Communist China is not a free trade.... Trade with Communist China is wholly controlled by an official apparatus and its limited amounts of foreign exchange are used to develop as rapidly as possible a formidable military establishment and a heavy industry to support it. The primary desire of that regime is for machine tools, electronic equipment, and, in general, what will help it produce tanks, trucks, planes, ammunition, and other military items. Whatever others may do, surely the United States, which has heavy security commitments in the China area, ought not build up the military power of the potential enemy.
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President Eisenhower might have liked seeing Congress take some initiatives in U.S. China policy, but the legislature body was in no mood to move. Favorable discussions of China trade from several Democratic Senators was not enough to press any formal review of China policy by the powerful Foreign Relation Committee. The hard core of pro-Nationalist legislators, led by Senator William F. Knowland and Representative Judd, could still block any moves to relax China trade restrictions. A full-page advertisement in the New York Times, with the heading "An Appeal to All Free Men—No Trade with the Enemy", was signed by 95 representatives and 24 senators. In 1957 and 1958, as Eisenhower's Reciprocal Trade and Mutual Security bills continued to depend on the support from the Republican Right for passage, he had little leverage to move Congress toward changing the China embargo policy.

Outside government, the Committee of One Million had the intimidating power to wreak a political havoc if the Administration appeared too enthusiastic for a change. The conspicuous Committee called for "strong counter measures" against "the campaign to condition the American people for a deal with Communist China." Rejecting all arguments for a "realistic and practical" China policy, the Committee answered "that it is precisely because we must be realistic and practical that we must not recognize Red China or accept it into civilized society." Trade relations, they insisted, "would be the first step toward recognition and admission to the United Nations."44 In a statement released to the press on June 11, 1957, the steering committee steadfastly restated its position against the lifting of trade restrictions.45

Business opinion remained divided. Since the China trade could only benefit some traders and certain businesses, American business, as a whole, only showed a limited interest in the issue. Meanwhile, there were opposition voices from business community. A statement sent to President Eisenhower and signed by 176 American business leaders declared: "We, the undersigned businessmen, hereby strongly express our opposition to any trade relations between our country and Communist China." Besides enlisting those moral and political reasons already advanced by Dulles and Robertson, they also argued that lifting the embargo would hurt American business because "an economy based on free labor could not compete with an economy based on slave labor."46 Others warned that "the domestic tung oil industry would be bankrupted by dumping of vast quantities of Chinese tung oil on our market for a prolonged period of time." Even in San Francisco, the Chamber of Commerce failed to get a declaration of an official position on China trade, for opinion within the body was far from unified. Some ship-operators feared the loss of government subsidies, while bankers insisted on solving the problem of frozen American assets in China before any change. And some pro-Nationalist Chinese members also exerted influence.47

Any debate on China trade must take account of one ingredient: the myth or reality of the China market. In the past, the myth of that China market with vast potential and bright future usually went beyond any realistic assessment. By 1958, however, the present limits and gloomy future of that market was a dominant theme drummed up the China trade opponents. Although they stressed that point for politi-
cal purposes, they had a closer grasp on reality. Official statistics from the People's Republic lacking, the assessment could only be based on past experience and the current patterns of China's foreign trade. Sinclair Weeks, Secretary of Commerce, told a special Senate subcommittee that the past figures "gave no promise that a substantial market could be developed." Considering the "uncertainties of politically motivated and state-controlled trade with totalitarian countries," he warned "those tempted by the illusion of lucrative trade with Communist China to take a long, hard look before they leap to conclusions." Such a look, in fact, did not yield an encouraging picture. In 1955, China's total foreign trade was estimated in $2.2 billion. Of that amount $1.4 billion was with the Soviet Union and other communist countries; only $0.8 billion was with the rest of the world. In 1956, China bought $433,000,000 worth of goods and sold $627,000,000, in her trade with the Western countries. Deducting heavy bills for ocean freight, China had about $500 million to spend on imports. A large part of that balance was used to buy "drugs, rubber, steel and other materials, which Japan and the European countries have been shipping to China all along." Therefore, the China market was at best a rather small pie, with not much left for Americans should they shoulder their way to the table. The backwardness of China's economy and her need to use large amounts of foreign exchange for foodstuffs would reduce her buying power. "China's 600 million people," as one analysis concluded, "look like a big market, but actually are among the most poverty-ridden customers in the world." "What good," one opponent asked, "are 'four hundred million customers' if none of them has a dime to his name?" U.S.-China trade figures in the past had not been impressive either (In 1937 China's exports had run to $55 million, imports to $69 million). One article in Fortune pointed out that "even were the U.S. embargo on the China trade knocked down tomorrow, trade between the two countries would undoubtedly remain small unless stimulated by large U.S. loans and by direct business investment. That, to say the least, is not a likely possibility within any foreseeable future." In a speech before the California State Chamber of Commerce in December 1958, to an audience with representatives from the companies indicating interest in China trade, Dulles dismissed the "hope of large and profitable trade" with China as "illusion." He related maintaining the embargo with the security of the area of Far East to which the U.S. exported over $2.5 billion a year. "Should we," he asked, "in the quest of a few millions of dollars of unreliable trade with Communist China, jeopardize exports of $2.5 billion?" With such stiff words, he reaffirmed the U.S. China policy of non-recognition and no trade.

Dulles' speech, with its inflexible tone, virtually ended the debate, or, more properly, stilled the ripples stirred in America by the British and other allies' moves to end the embargo. After 1958, the water surface returned to tranquility and the China trade issue mostly disappeared from the headlines.

Conclusion

China trade supporters, many of them from the business community, had been successful in bringing that issue to public attention with an unprecedented seriousness,
but failed to achieve any concrete change. They could not overcome formidable obstacles that had three aspects. First of all, they could not disperse the deep residue of hostility and distrust in public attitudes toward China. A large segment of the American people were still grasped by a cold war psychology that tended to judge China policy with an evangelically moral criteria. Many influential figures in labor, farm and veteran organizations and in both the Republican and Democratic parties, as well among top officials from government, repeatedly hammered the theme that trading with China, a "proclaimed and manifestly unrepentant" enemy, was morally wrong. The China trade supporters, when not intimidated into keeping their mouths shut, were very much on the defensive. Paling before highly vocal opinions for the status quo, their voices were restrained, weak and uncertain. They could not vindicate the China trade on the same moral ground, whatever apparent contradiction they could point out as to trade with the Soviet Union. Facing such adamant opposition and fearing charged with being "Red China Lobbyists" or, "communist dupes," some businessmen who had once aired doubt as to the embargo, now hesitated to openly express their opinion.

The second obstacle, a political one, was the difficulty trade supporters had in disentangling the issue of non-strategic trade from the issue of national security and diplomatic recognition of mainland China. Although they believed that easing trade restrictions on non-strategic goods was "realistic and practical" and that trade could be carried on without diplomatic relations (as their Western allies were doing), they found it hard to dispute the argument that even non-strategic trade with China, a Communist country where foreign trade was a political instrument for political purposes, would contribute to its economy and thus enhancing its war-making power. Their opponents, generally not bothering to make any distinctions between non-strategic trade and strategic trade, equated that trade outright to giving aid to a enemy, often bringing up the painful memory of how Japan's war machine was fed by U.S. trade during the 1930s. As long as the Cold War went on and a possible U.S.-China confrontation loomed in areas like Southeast Asia and the Taiwan Straits, supporters of China trade had trouble proving that trade was in line with the U.S. strategic interest. Their position was further weakened by opponents' claim that trade eventually would lead to U.S. recognition and China's UN membership, a prospect abhorrent to the public.

The third and the last obstacle was the bleak picture of the China market that offered little economic inducement, thus obviating much pressure from the business community for an end of the China trade embargo. Rhetoric eulogizing a potential China market was gone for the time being. Some businessmen, in truth, believed in the profitability of that trade; business common sense told them that chances of breaking into any new market, no matter how small, should not be sneezed at. But they were very cautious about putting in that way. They did not want to be regarded as mere money bugs who were insensible to principle. The 1950s were not a time to be deemed unpatriotic. To others, perhaps the majority within the business community, the China market had no direct impact on their business; therefore, considering both political and economic risks involved, it did not seen worthwhile to pursue the issue.
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For the moment, on the controversy of China trade policy, domestic politics overwhelmed business interest. Relaxation of the embargo would ultimately depend on a change of the whole package of U.S. China policy. China would have to serve other purposes, not just economic ones. In June 1957, when the debate had just begun, one observer pointed out:

Policies have a habit of sticking until events make them completely irrelevant or impossible. To change the United States trade policy vis-a-vis Communist China would disturb considerable numbers of people at home and abroad. Sticking to the policy does not seem to be greatly disturbing to large numbers of people in either place.\(^{55}\)

Just when would the established China policy become “irrelevant or impossible?” That was a judgment many in the business community believed their government was in the best position to make. The majority opinion of American businessmen on the China trade issue was usually inclining toward “prudent moderation.” This majority was, by and large a “silent majority” which was likely to look for leadership from Washington and inclined to follow rather than exert pressure from the “bottom up.” For that leadership, however, they would have to wait another decade.
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